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google maps has never let me down, so i have given it the
honorary title of best gps app. the best garmin gps app still
remains to be seen, but i have been testing several of them
lately and found that navfree is the best one out there. with
navfree, you can download maps of more than 40 countries

(including the usa), and the maps are free. the app also
allows you to navigate offline. the navigation is very

accurate, and the interface is intuitive. it has a few bugs but
nothing major. the very well-reviewed citymaps app

features offline maps of more than 100 countries, and you
can navigate and get directions on-the-go. you can also

import or export files. citymaps also comes with map
routing, along with different views of the maps, a compass,

and transit directions. in fact, it is one of the best-priced
navigation apps out there. openstreetmap is a wiki-based
mapping project, which uses the world’s own gps data to

create a map of each country as accurately as possible. this
is the map of india that i’m talking about. it’s very handy for

users who are planning to travel by car, bike or any other
mode of transportation. with it, you will be able to access all

the roads, towns, villages and other areas you need to
explore. there’s a lot of places to visit in india, and this map
helps you find them. it even has a built-in search engine so
you can find anything on the map, even if you don’t know
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what you’re looking for. if you like to travel a lot, especially
to countries like india, you might be thinking that its a bit

expensive to get such a detailed map of that whole country.
but all that you need to do is to download it onto your

android device. and you don’t have to pay for it at all. all
you need to do is to use openstreetmap map tiles.
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ive been using the free maps for years. i have a ton of
saved maps on the memory card of my gps and i didnt

know that they could be used on any garmin. i do a lot of
hiking and campings and use my gps for navigation. i live in
the southwest usa so have a lot of choices. i dont have any
problems with the maps and ive only had one problem with

the hiking maps. if you have any questions, email me at
sarge@sarge.com. garmin gps devices come with basic

maps that cover a very small area. unfortunately the maps
arent very detailed and arent very user friendly. there are
gps devices that come with a detailed map of a small area,
but the devices are very expensive and very limited in use.
garmin has not made a detailed gps mapping system yet.
they are working on it. its a very expensive system so they

are probably several years away from releasing it. their
smart phone mapping application is a good start, but its still

very basic. they are working on adding more details and
features to the mapping and they are working on

interactive maps. i hope to see garmin make a detailed
mapping system soon. if you have not already set up your

garmin device to have maps you can use the garmin
connect app to download a map. the garmin connect app is
available for android and ios devices. once you have set up

your device, you can download maps from garmin.com.
when you have completed the download, connect your gps

to your computer, and copy the garmincitynavigator.apk file
to your device’s /sdcard/android/obb/ directory. after that,

follow the onscreen instructions to complete the
installation. 5ec8ef588b
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